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John Neff has proven time and again over the past three decades that bucking the system can pay

off big. During his illustrious career as a money manager, Neff flew in the face of conventional

wisdom by consistently passing over the big growth stocks of the moment in favor of inexpensive,

underperforming ones--and he usually won! During his thirty-one years as a portfolio manager, he

beat the market twenty-two times while posting a fifty-seven-fold increase in an initial stake. Now

retired from mutual fund management, Neff is ready to share the investment strategies that earned

him international recognition as the "investor's investor." In John Neff on Investing, Neff delineates,

for the first time, the strategies, techniques, and investment decisions that earned him his place

alongside Warren Buffett and Peter Lynch in the pantheon of modern investment wizards.
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In the investment-management business, it's best to take bows quickly. Unless, of course, you're

John Neff, a living legend, who as manager of Vanguard's Windsor Fund beat the market in 22 out

of 31 years. Neff grew Windsor to become the largest mutual fund by combing the bargain

basement for quality merchandise and selling as other investors caught on. In John Neff on

Investing, he explains how he scoured the daily list of stocks hitting new lows, the "dusty rag and

bone shop of the market," to find out-of-favor companies with low price/earnings ratios, those

growing faster than seven percent a year, that paid generous dividends. He shows how to

distinguish misunderstood and overlooked stocks from those with lackluster prospects. Shunning

the terms value investor and contrarian, he tells us he prefers to be known simply as a "low-p/e



investor." "Contrarian investor suggests a stubborn nature," he says, "and there's a thin line

between contrarian and being just plain stubborn." Memory in the stock market is notoriously short.

"Remember the lessons of the past as they tend to repeat themselves," Neff says. "You cannot

become a captive of historical parallel, but you must be a student of history." He takes us back to

the early '70s, the "silly season" he calls it, "when investors emphasized a handful of glamour stocks

at the expense of the market.... Hypnotized by rising market levels, investors lost sight of

fundamentals ... and a dazed and confused public became persuaded that investing is easy." The

toughest investment decision is the decision to sell. "Successful stocks don't tell you when to sell,"

says Neff. "When you feel like bragging, it's probably time to sell." He quotes a French proverb:

"Buy on the cannons, sell on the trumpets." John Neff on Investing begins with an insightful

autobiographical sketch, but the marrow of this book is the journey through Neff's investment diary

while managing Windsor. He takes us through three turbulent decades and dissects in detail his

investment successes and failures. Relying on relentless application of his low-p/e strategy, abetted

by attention to fundamentals and a liberal dose of common sense, he repeatedly rode stocks from

under- to fair valuation, most often leaving the overvaluation thrill ride to braver souls. Neff explains

his concept of Measured Participation, a sort of asset-allocation strategy for low-p/e investing, and

he shows that while difficult in today's high valuation market, constructing a portfolio guided by his

methodology is still possible. Anyone with an interest in investing will enjoy learning at the feet of

this master. --Scott Harrison --This text refers to the Digital edition.

From 1964 to 1995, Neff managed the large Windsor mutual fund, which consistently beat the stock

market's average returns. In this wise and engaging volume, Neff and finance writer Mintz (Five

Eminent Contrarians) team up to explain how Windsor did it and how smaller-scale investors might

duplicate Neff's success. The result is half financial advice, half autobiography. Early chapters

describe Neff's difficult family life in Texas and Michigan, his navy years and his early job in a

Cleveland bank. Thereafter, Neff's investment advice alternates with year-by-year analyses of the

market and of Windsor's performance. Neff and Mintz together craft clear, forceful prose, studded

with personal asides: at the bank in Cleveland, "I was not inclined to play by their rules. Instead of

bankers' pinstripes, I wore sport coats." Neff's core precept is simple: buy stocks that look bad to

less-careful investors and hang on until their real value is recognized. This means seeking solid

companies whose price/earnings ratios look low. "I've never bought a stock," he declares, "unless,

in my view, it was on sale." That's not new advice, but Neff's success proves that he knows how to

apply it: patience and willpower, he informs us, matter as much as (though not more than) rapt



attention to business news and company reports. Bad analysis had almost sunk the Windsor fund

when he arrived; Neff's first years there saw "go-go practitioners" and "adrenaline funds" temporarily

surpass his returns, then collapse while Windsor persevered. Today's NASDAQ and Internet stock

booms, Neff warns, looks like trends from ages past: they, too, will eventually weaken. Readers

seeking up-to-the-minute stock tips or get-rich-quick advice may not like the message Neff delivers,

but cooler heads seeking to make money over the long haul should enjoy, and benefit from, finding

out how Neff invested very, very well. (Jan.) Copyright 1999 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This

text refers to the Digital edition.

Mutual fund managers who can beat the market for a couple of years are a dime a dozen. Mutual

fund managers who can beat the market for a couple of decades are practically unheard of. Which

is why almost every investor has heard of John Neff. In his 31 years as a bargain-hunting fund

manager, he beat the market in 22 of them. By the time he retired a few years ago, a dollar invested

in his Windsor Fund in 1964 would have returned $56, versus $22 for the S&P 500.In JOHN NEFF

ON INVESTING, one of the true masters of Wall Street tells us exactly how he compiled this

amazing record. With collaborator Steven Mintz, he explains what kinds of stocks he looked for (in a

nutshell, low p/e stocks of companies growing earnings in excess of 7% annually, often paying a

respectable dividend) and a long list of qualifications concerning just what makes one low p/e stock

better than another. (A low p/e company growing too fast is suspect. A dividend yield isn't always a

must. Cyclical stocks should offer lower p/e multiples. The list goes on and on.) Just as importantly,

Neff shares the wisdom of a lifetime in the investment business, outlining the pitfalls that can trap

the unwary investor. (See Chapter 9, CARE AND MAINTENANCE OF A LOW P/E

PORTFOLIO.The meat of Neff's discussion of his investment style is included in the middle third of

the book. Armed with this advice, an investor can easily begin to screen the stock market for

companies that fit the Neff mold. (MSN MoneyCentral Investor, at [...] offers a powerful and free

screening tool. There are many others.)Elsewhere, Neff devotes the first third of his book to talking

about his formative years in the investment business prior to taking over the Windsor Fund. In the

final third of the book, he provides a journal describing his investment activities at the helm of the

Windsor Fund. He talks about critical buy-sell decisions, why he made them, and how they worked

out ... and also describes the ever-changing market environment in which he was making them.

(Reading this book is a great reminder that large-cap growth stocks don't always lead the market, as

they have for the past five years. As such, it should help investors be better prepared the next time

market leadership changes.)If you had the chance to sit down and talk with John Neff for a few



weeks about his career and his investment style, what you would get, though likely not so well

structured, would be this book. I'd love to spend those weeks with John Neff. But I wouldn't give up

the chance to have read this book, either. Few investors have achieved more than Neff, and his

story deserves a place on any investor's reading list. ###

I will save you 250 pages and $20, by low P/E stocks. This is by far one of the worst investment

books I have read. I have great respect for Neff, but not this terribly written book (Maybe this book

explains why Buffet never wrote a book). The drones on and one about the stocks he pick, I bought

Delta Airlines, it had a P/E of 7 and a dividend Yield of 4%, it went up 50%, over and over again. No

detail on what made his stocks good low P/E stocks, why were they good investments, why he

thought earnings were going to grow, why they were not value traps. A novice investor (I am a buy

side equity analyst) would read this book and think all you have to do is buy low P/E stocks and you

will make lots of money. Where is the meat of his process? He only really talks about his big

winners, rally mentions his bad stocks or his so-so investments, it reads as if almost all of his

investments were up 50% in the 3 months. I guess maybe in the 60s - 80s, all you had to do was

buy cheap stocks to make money, but believe me, now buying low P/E stocks is full of risks. Don't

get me wrong I am a value investor, but it is hard risky work, with plenty of mistakes on my part. I

would highly recommend the Warren Buffet Way over this book or if you want to be very serious

about value investing read Graham's Security Analysis, but that is a project book.

A good read with detailed descriptions of periods where emotions reign above judgment. A

worthwhile read for every value investor

This book is prefect for an individual investor who wants to learn about value investing. Most of the

book is a history of the Authors experience managing the Windsor Fund.It is good to see the

historical perspective and how sticking to buying low P/E stocks has paid off. In his history he talks

about getting in and out of oil stocks as the PE changes due to shifting investor sentiment. It is

encouraging to see that sticking to this strategy can be successful.The book gives me confidence to

stick with the current low PE stocks such as airlines, automotives, retailers, and home builders.

one of the best value investing books ive ever read. simple to understand investment style.neff also

talks about his early life and hist journey to success.the man is in buffetts and klarmans league.



The format of the book is good and the examples are good to learn from. Those who state that the

examples are "out of date" clearly did not learn the lessons behind the decision and require to be

spoon fed.

The print on kindle is vague and not clear enough. After reading for a while, i gave up finally and put

it back into the  cloud. The publisher should tidy up the kindle version outlook.

I enjoyed John neffs book very much.I found it to be very informative especially for the people in the

financial world.I found him to be very conservative as well as a motivator.
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